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Attn: Senate Select Committee 

 

18 September 2020 

Re: Submission – Inquiry The Aboriginal Flag 

Dear Senate Select Committee, 

There is no doubt that the underlying issues around ownership and licensing of the Aboriginal flag has brought 
people from all walks of life around Australia and our Aboriginal communities under pressure and has caused 
division within Aboriginal communities and Australians as a whole. It is undeniable that the connection our 
Aboriginal communities and its peoples have with the Aboriginal flag resonates with identity, freedom and 
belonging. The Aboriginal flag exists as a sovereign flag within the Australian psyche as a symbol of Aboriginal 
identity. 

The flag represents more than just an artwork by its creator, Mr Harold Thomas; it represents a people that 
have united for a common cause of liberty and hope for the betterment of our people, our culture, our Elders 
and children, our future.  

When Mr Thomas created the Aboriginal flag in 1971, it was created for the people. The colours, meaning and 
design of the flag are inherently connected the people he designed it for – his people, community. The flag 
quickly became the representation for the people and recognised as such in 1995 by the Australian 
Government as an official 'Flag of Australia' under the Flags Act 1953. 

The indifference on usage and royalties has created a binary, bringing confusion, turmoil and disorder for the 
very people he designed it for; furthermore, disempowering our people for choices and freedoms that 
essentially should remain customary human rights as a collective of peoples, Aboriginal.  

We take the position that we could only hope for an equitable outcome that preserves the flags standing to its 
meaning, its importance, its connection to our people and the wider Australian societal contexts, yet protects 
Mr Harold Thomas asserted rights as the creator. This submission is not an opposing view to the peoples cause 
to enjoy the free rights to use the flag, it is a reminder of artists perspectives and an artist’s rights to their 
creations as Copyright holders. 

We hope that the following issues and notions provide some insights into industry, community and underlying 
needs for policy change. 

 
(a) Who benefits from payments for the use of the Aboriginal Flag design and the impact 

on Aboriginal organisations, Aboriginal communities and the broader Australian community of 
the current copyright and licensing arrangements; 

 

• The benefits of payments from the flag belong to Mr Thomas. Copyright is held by Mr 
Thomas and he has asserted rights over ownership and is entitled to sub-license to 
another entity at his discretion and freedom of choice. As difficult and damaging this may 
be for community, it is Mr Thomas’ choice to sub-license to his selected entities; WAM 
Clothing, Gifts Mate and Flagworld. It is difficult to negotiate an agreement for use with 
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WAM Clothing and Gifts Mate as they are a private entity which has been enabled by Mr 
Thomas to administer reproduction rights and royalties.  

Mr Thomas has not stopped people from using the flag, rather he is expected to get paid 
for usage on reproduction.  

 

(b) Options available to the Government to enable the Aboriginal Flag design to be freely used by the 
Australian community, including: 
 

(i)           Negotiated outcomes with licence and/or copyright holders: 
 

One area that needs further clarification and negotiations with Mr Thomas which is 
important for all people and our communities is to seek clarification and definition on 
commercial and non-commercial usage. As it stands, no-one is opposing flying the flag, nor 
for individual use. As it stands today, there is no fee to fly the flag for individual use and no 
expected payments to do so. Questions remain as this could still change in future as per 
exclusive copyright arrangements.  
 
There are no limitations on reproductions if procured through the right channels; Mr 
Thomas is asking that rightful royalties and attributions are applied to uses such as 
clothing reproductions, digital and print. Such organisations as the AFL which are still 
deemed as commercial operations.  
 
By establishing a suggested point of difference for usage for commercial and non-
commercial model outcomes on community usage versus commercial can allow for use of 
the Aboriginal flag for community events, community sports, health, Traditional Owners, 
Aboriginal organisations, yet have space for commercial use with deemed royalties 
payable to Mr Thomas through economic realisation from commercial operators who are 
engaging in a for-profit allowing rightful royalties to be applied. 

 
(ii)         The compulsory acquisition of licences and/or copyright, 

The government should not be involved in compulsory acquisition and rights of ownership 
from Mr. Thomas for four main reasons:  

• Will set precedence for future challenges to copyrights for all artists not just Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander artists 

• Government control, interference and ownership of Aboriginal assets means policy makers 
rule and impact directly on our communities aligning to past historical events, mistakes and 
government policies that has caused pain, trauma and heartache for Aboriginal people 

• Government acquisition undermines self-determination 

• It is not Governments place to discern which agency would administer rights of public use 
in imagery for the Aboriginal flag 

(iii)      Ways to protect the rights and interests of the flag’s legally recognised creator Mr Harold 
Thomas; and 

• Having clarity on commercial/non-commercial applications and agreements can assist in 
using the flag for different purposes within community. However, as this is a legally binding 
contract between Mr Thomas and WAM Clothing and Gifts Mate, monitoring will make it 
difficult to separate purpose against commercialisation and entitled royalties; furthermore, 
private entities would have the final say. Requesting licensees demonstrate flexibility on 
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applications would still require hours of monitoring, auditing and controlling by private 
entities and might not be economically viable.   

 
(c)       Any other matters relevant to the enduring and fair use of the Aboriginal Flag design by 

the Aboriginal and Australian community. 
  

• Issues outlined in this case demonstrate the need for an overhaul of licensing agreements, 
legal contracts copyrights and protections for all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
artists and creators within the creative sectors. 
 
We would like to highlight the position which talks to the rights of copyright, moral rights 
and IP and glaring problems that lie within. The copyright ownership of the flag represents 
another larger conversation relatable to our people as artists and creators and how they 
assert their rights under Australian law, policy makers moving from protocols, to policy 
reform and legislative changes. 
 
Expression of interest, tenders, requests for quotes and direct acquisition contracts are 
encrypted with legal terms subsuming the rights of artists, commercial and non-
commercial rights, worldwide rights in perpetuity, moral rights and copyrights, intellectual 
properties as well as communal rights requiring assignment to vendors. 
 
Government and corporate contracts are amassed with terms and conditions creating 
these barriers to market. Creators do not have capacity or resources to submit reviews of 
contracts and for fear of missing the opportunity sign away their inherent communal and 
creator rights to ‘win a contract’. Simply put, creators agree with minimal understanding of 
what is being assigned. Currently, signing of contracts for Aboriginal artists subsumes 
(includes but not limited to) all cultural relevance, narratives moral and copyrights, both 
commercial and non-commercial, in perpetuity and worldwide exclusivity to the vendors.  
 
This creates an exploitative economy that sits aside these contracts allowing for minimal to 
nil payments for artists creating a tea, sugar and flour economy. This is a place where 
cultural fraud lives, where there is theft of identity. Cultural expressions and freedoms as 
creators should be valued and respected as enjoyed by many creators in the wider 
community, but still sought by our own communities for equity, justice and parity.  
 
All too often small monies paid; gifts offered instead of payments. Vendors exploit culture 
to attain their citizenship under the guise of inclusion and at the expense of artists grief, 
artists lack of understanding, providing a platform for cultural robbery; furthermore, 
continued by the lack of supports for artists and creators. We call of the Senate Select 
Committee to re-evaluate what carpet-bagging really looks like.  
 
Government and corporate contracts need to reflect cultural considerations and respects 
for engagement as best practice and fair-trade policies. With the lack of agency allows for 
government and corporate to perpetuate subsumption of culture, arts and storytelling set 
in a Western legal context with nil considerations for Aboriginal Cultural values, Laws and 
Indigenous Cultural Intellectual Properties.  
 
There is no allowance to place, voice or raise concern for community over injustices which 
present in everyday dealings between artists and client. There is a lack of agency. 
 

• The lack of agency for artists and creators to raise concern and complaint about 
mistreatment from industry, corporate and government allows the preservation of cultural 
theft and exploitation. Lack of agency means industry is unaccountable for actions of and 
subscribers to ethical manipulation.  
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The lack of agency and nil contractual considerations means artists are left to work through 
negotiations and legal frameworks often threatened by clients legal departments, contract 
sizes, exploitative behaviours while added pressure to close off contracts due to 
timeframes and associated costs for reviews to take place are not assessable for artists.  
 
Client behaviour often echoed by idle intimidation of ‘other artists will do the work’; ‘it’ll 
be good promotion’; ‘it’s an opportunity’; ‘you might get other work from this’; or simply 
finding and Aboriginal person in the workplace to complete; perhaps they have a cousin 
who’s an artist. 
 
There is currently no agency to raise concern over poor and unethical business practices 
from client to artist, vendor to creator meanings artists can either accept or decline the 
exploitative offers and contract terms. This removes any accountability from clients and 
vendors as they seek to find other artists.  
 
The Senate Select Committee on the Aboriginal Flag needs to consider these inherent and 
legal rights as creators in their decision-making process.  
 
The question we pose to the Senate Select Committee is: 
If the artwork wasn’t on a flag, would an Aboriginal artist or creator have the same rights 
for recourse and evaluation? 
 
Kind Regards, 
 
Matthew Everitt & Fatima Everitt 
Directors and Co-Founders 
Dreamtime Art 
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